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• Fine-motor development of fingers, 
hands, wrists, and arm muscles

∙ Strength, dexterity, and control
∙ Hand-eye coordination

• Concept development – such as 
colors, shapes, size relationships, 
and design

• Expression of thoughts and feelings

• Individual and cooperative creativity

• Cross-curricular connections – such 
as literature, social studies, and 
science

Benefits of Arts & Crafts



Points to consider before buying 
an art easel:

• Height of children using easel
• Child’s age
• Size of canvas

∙ Tabletop easels for smaller scaled 
projects 

∙ Floor standing easels and tripod 
easels for larger scaled projects

• Type of medium being used
∙ Watercolors should be used on a 

flatter easel

∙ Oil paintings should be held 
vertically

Purchasing an Art Easel



• Check all bolts & screws every two years

• Write-n-Wipe boards should be cleaned with 
glass cleaner frequently

• Use only good quality dry or erasable markers

• Do NOT leave marker ink on boards for several 
days without erasing – it may stain the board

• Chalkboards can be washed with mild soap and 
warm water

• Remove soils marks (paint, oil, crayon stains, 
tape marks, etc) with basic household cleaners 
– NEVER use cleaners that contain paint 
remover

• Permanent marker can be removed from the 
wooden frame with isopropyl alcohol

Easel Care and Maintenance



• All children should be supervised by 
an adult while using an easel

• Children should never be allowed to 
climb on an easel

• Make sure easel is adjusted 
accordingly to a child’s height

• Edges of easel are KYDZSafe® and 
rounded for safety

• Must be assembled by an adult

• Jonti-Craft designs easels with 
minimal tipability

Supervision and Safety



• Strengthen hand-eye coordination
• Practice fine-motor skills – such as 

tearing, crumpling, drawing, and 
cutting

• Follow directions
• Practice cooperation and 

independent activity

• Develop social skills
• Convey creative ideas and 

preferences through art
• Use a variety of art media in 

traditional and nontraditional ways
• Experiment with teacher-directed 

projects and open-ended process art
• Explore various art styles
• Use elements of design – including 

form, line, shape, color, space, 
texture, and value

• Use principles of design – including 
emphasis, balance, variety, 
movement, contrast, rhythm, 
proportion, and unity

Developmental Goals



Attach
Blend
Brush
Capture
Choose
Combine
Connect
Create
Curl
Cut
Decorate
Design
Explain

Finger-paint
Flip
Glue
Illustrate
Imagine
Mask
Match
Mount
Outline
Post
Remove
Scatter
Scrub

Scrunch
Select
Share
Shine
Sketch
Sponge-paint
Stamp
Staple
Swirl
Tear
Trace
Trade
Trim

Art-Related Vocabulary

Action/Process Words



Collage
Creation
Design
Detail
Dot
Easel

Effect
Half
Image
Line
Mosaic
Natural

Painter
Pattern
Portrait
Process
Puzzle 
Resemble

Roller
Scene
Scrap
Season
Shape
Sheet

Sponge
Technique 
Texture
Transportation
Variety

Across
Around
Back

Bottom
Front
Lower

Side
Top
Upper

Art-Related Vocabulary

Direction Words
Circle
Rectangle
Square

Triangle
Star

Shape Words

Other Words



Easel Activity Ideas



Materials for one project:
• Shallow pans of contrasting paint

Activity:
Pair students. At the easel, students 
choose a paint color. Together they 
make a collage of their handprints—
either with each youngster on an 
opposing side of the acrylic easel or 
with youngsters standing side-by-side 
at a traditional easel. 

Goal: Building social skills & creating 
a sense of community

Friendly Hands



Materials for one project:
• Musical recording
• Assorted paints

Activity:
Invite students to translate sounds into 
paintings! Play a musical recording 
near the easel and give the youngsters 
a variety of paint colors. Have kids use 
the paint to reflect the dynamics of the 
music. 

Goal: Creative expression through 
process art 

Listen to the Music



Materials for one project:
• Seasonal pattern or shape
• Sponges
• Scissors
• Tape

Activity:
Invite students to cut out the pattern, if needed, 
and then help them tape it to the center of the 
easel. The children sponge-paint the surface 
around the shape as desired. Once the paint is 
dry, instruct the students to gently remove the 
taped pattern to reveal a striking relief! 

Goal: Exploring art styles & techniques

A Holiday Relief



Materials for one project:
• Variety of paints
• Student’s favorite book

Activity:
Encourage students, in turn, to bring a 
favorite book to school. Have the children 
use the easel to paint a significant character 
or object from the book. Show the finished 
work to the class and then unveil the 
students’ book. Invite them to explain how 
the artwork relates to the book. Finally, read 
the story aloud. Then invite other students to 
enhance the painting by adding additional 
items and characters from the book. 

Goal: Exploring books & building excitement 
for reading

Book Share



Materials for one project:
• Paper strips divided into three equal 

sections (film)
• Three 7" x 10" sheets of white paper
• Three 9" x 12" sheets of black paper
• Glue

Activity:
Take students on a tour of the school and 
have them pretend to take three photos. To 
“capture” the photos, the youngsters sketch 
each photo in a section of their film. Back 
in the classroom, they “develop” the film by 
illustrating each photo in full color on white 
paper at the easel. Then students use glue 
to mount the photo to the black paper to 
make a frame. 

Goal: Representing a real-life scene 

Photo Tour



Materials for one project:
• Construction paper
• Scissors
• Envelope

Activity:
Have students create a supersize postcard 
at the easel by illustrating the paper to 
show a place they have visited. Then have 
the children puzzle-cut the paper into six to 
eight pieces. Instruct each student to 
exchange puzzles with a partner. Once they 
have completed each other’s puzzles, have 
the partners tell about their pictures. Each 
student stores the puzzle in their envelope 
and takes it home to share with family. 

Where I Have Been

Goal: Visualization, problem solving & learning about one another



Materials for one project:
• Construction paper
• Cotton Balls
• Glue

Activity:
Invite students to imagine what they 
might see from an airplane, and show 
examples. Then clip construction 
paper to the easel and have the 
youngsters paint a picture of a view 
from an airplane. Students then pull 
apart cotton balls to create clouds 
and then glue the cotton to their 
pictures. 

Goal: Using imagination

On a Plane



Materials for one project:
• Toy Car
• Construction paper
• Tape
• Crayon 

Activity:
Tape the crayon point-side down to 
the back of the toy car. Have students 
use the car to “drive” across the paper 
on the table. Invite them to create 
unique designs by driving in circles 
and in straight lines. 

Goal: Using art materials in new ways & 
developing fine-motor skills

Creative Car



Materials for one project:
• Paper strips
• Construction paper square
• Scissors
• Glue
• Markers

Activity:
Cut paper strips into squares and 
then cut the squares into triangles. 
Have kids combine triangles to make 
patterns. Instruct them to clip their 
paper square to the easel and then 
glue each triangle in place. Then, 
using the marker, they draw stitches 
around the border of the completed 
quilt square.

Goal: Creating patterns

A Cozy Quilt



Materials for one project:
• 9″ x 12″ piece of clear Con -Tact 

covering
• Construction paper
• Paper squares in assorted colors

Activity:
Remove the backing from the Con-Tact 
covering and clip it to the easel sticky-
side out. Have students press paper 
squares onto the rectangle to make a 
mosaic design. Tell them to make sure 
the pieces don’t reach the edge. When 
the students are finished, they cover the 
mosaic with the sheet of construction 
paper, pressing the edges firmly. Then 
they flip the paper over to see the 
finished placemat. 

Goal: Exploring colors & patterns

Mosaic Placemat



Materials for one project:
• Blue construction paper
• Sponge
• Cotton swab
• Construction paper scraps
• Glue

Activity:
To make a snowman, the kids use a sponge to 
paint three stacked circles on the blue paper 
on the easel. Then they glue construction paper 
scraps to the snowman to make eyes, a nose, 
and accessories. Everyone dips the cotton swab 
in white paint and uses it to print snowflake 
dots across the paper. 

Goal: Following steps to create art strengthening 
hand-eye coordination

Snow Folk



Materials for one project:
• Toothbrush 

Activity:
Instruct students to put on a paint smock. 
Have them lightly dip a toothbrush in 
paint. As they hold the brush in front of a 
piece of paper on the easel, direct the 
youngsters to gently rub their thumb 
along the bristles. Have them repeat the 
process until they’re satisfied with the 
scattered paint design. 

Goal: Using art materials in nontraditional 
ways

Paint Scatter



Materials for one project:
• Paper plate
• Crayons 

Activity:
Instruct youngsters to paint the outer 
edge of the plate black so it 
resembles a tire. Once the project is 
dry, they each draw their favorite 
form of transportation and write their 
name, with help as needed. Stack 
students’ completed work and bind 
the projects behind a paper plate 
cover that says “We’re Ready to Go!”

Goal: Learning about transportation & 
making a class book

Moving Along



Materials for one project:
• Green paper
• Blue paper scraps
• Glue
• Paint 

Activity:
Post green paper on the easel. Tear 
blue paper and glue it to the top to 
make a sky. Invite kids to paint the 
rest of the scene to mimic the current 
season. 

Goal: Exploring seasons & using 
elements of design

Create a Scene



Materials for one project:
• Glue
• Scissors 
• Cotton balls
• Construction paper scraps

Activity:
Display a large snowman outline on a piece of 
paper at the easel. Have students visit the 
easel in pairs to glue on cotton balls until the 
outline is full. Then invite them to use 
construction paper scraps to create a hat, a 
scarf, and other accessories. 

Goal: Spatial awareness & developing fine-
motor skills

Snowman Fun



Materials for one project:
• Ink pads with washable ink
• Fine-tip markers

Activity:
Invite children to the easel and 
encourage them to make various-colored 
thumbprints on a sheet of paper. Then 
have the youngsters use markers to 
transform each thumbprint into a bug. 
Suggest ideas such as adding legs to 
make a spider, adding spots to make a 
ladybug, adding wings to make a beetle, 
and so on. 

Goal: Making representations & using 
imagination

Bug Prints



Materials for one project:
• Flowers, real or fake
• Paint

Activity:
Clip a sheet of green paper to the 
easel. Then give each child several 
flowers. Have them dip a flower in 
paint and press it onto the green 
paper. The students repeat the 
process with different flowers and 
paint colors until their pictures 
resemble a field full of flowers. 

Goal: Creative expression through 
process art

Dandy Blossoms



Materials for one project:
• Green paper scraps
• Scissors
• Glue
• Paint 

Activity:
Have everyone finger-paint a design 
on a piece of paper at the easel. 
Allow the paint to dry. Then help 
them draw and cut out a tulip shape. 
Have the youngsters use the paper 
scraps to make a stem and leaves 
and then glue them to the tulip. 

Goal: Exploring textures & mixing 
colors

Pretty Posy



Materials for one project:
• Assorted ribbon scraps from gifts 

and holiday celebrations
• Scissors
• Glue

Activity:
Instruct children to clip a piece of 
paper to the easel. Then allow them to 
select ribbons for their collages. Each 
student cuts the ribbons as desired 
and glues them to the paper. Suggest 
different techniques, such as 
scrunching the ribbon or curling it 
around a paintbrush handle, to create 
interesting effects. 

Goal: Creating art by reusing materials 
& developing fine-motor skills

Ribbon Collage



Materials for one project:
• Several pieces of fruit
• Shallow containers of paint 

Activity:
Cut the fruit to make stampers. Have  
youngsters select a piece of fruit, dip it 
in paint, and stamp it onto a piece of 
paper on the easel. They continue with 
different fruits and paint colors. 

Goal: Exploring art styles & techniques

Fruit Basket



Sugar Chalk

Materials for one project:
• Colored sidewalk chalk sticks
• Sugar
• Container of hot water

Activity:
Add one part sugar to four parts hot water 
and drop in sticks of sidewalk chalk. Wait 
five minutes or until the fizzing stops. Invite 
a student to pull the chalk from the water 
and draw with it at the easel. The chalk 
drawing will have a paint-like look and won’t 
smear or smudge! 

Goal: Using traditional art materials in new 
ways & exploring textures



Materials for one project:
• Two pieces of clear Con-Tact covering
• Paper scraps such as tissue paper, 

cellophane, or crepe paper
• Scissors 

Activity:
Remove the backing from one piece of Con-
Tact covering and clip it sticky-side out to 
the easel. Have the youngsters attach the 
pieces of paper to the sticky surface until it 
is completely covered. Then remove the 
backing from the remaining Con-Tact 
covering piece and press it firmly over the 
project. Help them remove the project from 
the easel and invite all students to trim 
their sun catchers as desired. 

Goal: Exploring colors & creating designs

Simple Suncatcher



Materials for one project:
• Shallow containers of red, orange, 

yellow, green, blue, and purple paint
• Foam roller for each color

Activity:
Clip a wide piece of paper to the easel. 
Have a pair of youngsters work together 
to paint a rainbow across the paper. 

Goal: Learning the colors of the rainbow, 
working cooperatively with others

Roll Out a Rainbow



Materials for one project:
• Seasonal items from nature – such as 

pinecones, acorns, rocks sticks, 
leaves, and flowers

• Shallow containers of paint

Activity:
Help each youngster capture a print of the 
outdoors! Choose a color of paper that 
matches the season and clip it to the 
easel. Invite a student to dip the natural 
items in paint and then make prints with 
them on the paper. 

Goal: Exploring nature, art styles, & 
techniques

Seasonal Signs



Materials for one project:
• Assorted craft supplies – such as paper 

scraps, yarn, fabric scraps, and ribbon
• Markers
• Scissors
• Glue 

Activity:
Invite students to clip their paper to the 
easel. Encourage them to draw, paint, cut, 
and glue to their heart’s desire to create a 
portrait of themselves and their family. 

Goal: Create a family portrait

Family Portrait



Materials for one project:
• Paper plate
• White crayon
• Blue and purple watercolor paints

Activity:
Have children use the white crayon to 
draw a snowman and snowflakes on 
the paper plate. When the children are  
finished, encourage them to paint the 
plate with the watercolors. The winter 
scene will magically appear! 

Goal: Exploring art styles and 
techniques

Magical Snow Globe



Materials for one project:
• Small paper plate
• Watercolors
• Hole puncher
• Yarn 

Activity:
Invite students to paint a paper plate 
however they would like. When the plate 
is dry, help students to punch a hole on 
each side. Use yarn to connect the plates 
and create a wiggly class caterpillar. 

Goal: Building a sense of community

Classy Caterpillar



Materials for one project:
• Nature magazines
• Natural greenery, such as ferns, 

leaves, or Easter grass

Activity:
Invite youngsters to cut out magazine 
pictures of animals and plants. Have 
the kids glue the images to paper at 
the easel. Then encourage them to use 
the greenery to complete the scene.

Goal: Learning about animal habitats

Natural Habitat



Materials for one project:
• Neon paper scraps
• Star stickers
• Scissors
• Glue 

Activity:
Have boys and girls clip black paper 
to the easel. Invite them to imagine 
their own universe and have them 
cut planets and other celestial 
objects, such as moons and comets, 
from the neon paper. The students 
glue the objects in place and add 
shiny star stickers to complete the 
creation. 

Goal: Learning about space

My Place in Space



Materials for one project:
• Bubble-Wrap cushioning material
• Paint rollers
• Shallow containers of paint

Activity:
Clip the Bubble-Wrap cushioning material 
to the easel. Invite youngsters to use the 
roller to paint a variety of colors across 
it. When they are satisfied with the 
design, help the children to press a sheet 
of white paper on the material to make a 
print. 

Goal: Exploring textures, art styles, & 
techniques

Lots of Spots



Materials for one project:
• Paper plate cut in half
• White crepe paper or tissue 

paper
• Marker
• Tape 

Activity:
Invite students to set the paper 
plate cut-side down and paint the 
plate one or more colors. When the 
paint is dry, they draw a smiley face 
near the bottom edge of the plate. 
Then they tear several strips of the 
white paper to make tentacles and 
tape them to the back of the plate. 

Goal: Learning about sea creatures

Jolly Jellyfish



Materials for one project:
• Shallow containers of paint
• Sponges
• Markers 
• Scissors

Activity:
Clip large sheets of paper to the easel. Have 
your students work together to sponge-paint 
the papers. Help them draw several fish 
outlines and cut them out. Then display the 
fish with the heading “Our School Works 
Together!”

Goal: Building a sense of community

A Fish Team



Materials for one project:
• Two squares of clear Con-Tact covering
• Tissue paper on cellophane strings
• Sequins
• Permanent marker
• Scissors
• Hole puncher
• Yarn 

Activity:
Remove the backing from one Con-Tact covering 
square and clip it to the easel sticky-side out. Invite 
kids to decorate the sheet with sequins and tissue 
paper or cellophane strips. Remove the backing 
from the second square and press it over the 
project. Trace a star outline on the project and help 
the youngsters cut it out. Then help them to write 
their name, punch a hole in the top of the star, and 
add a length of yarn to make a medallion. 

Goal: Building self-esteem & creative expression

Star Student



Materials for one project:
• Paper plate
• Craft stick
• Glue 

Activity:
To prepare, cut eyeholes in each plate. 
Invite children to paint their plate as 
desired. Once the paint is dry, they flip the 
plate and glues a craft stick handle to the 
back. 

Goal: Creative expression through open-
ended artwork & strengthening hand-eye 
coordination

One-of-a-Kind Mask



Materials for one project:
• Textured materials – such as corduroy 

fabric, sandpaper, wallpaper, and 
corrugated cardboard

• Unwrapped crayons
• Tape

Activity:
Help students tape pieces of textured 
material to the easel. Then have everyone 
clip a piece of paper to the easel. They use 
the sides of different crayons to rub from 
the top to the bottom of the paper, 
creating a multicolored and multi-textured 
design. 

Goal: Exploring textures, art styles, 
techniques, & developing pincer grasp

Feel the Texture



Materials for one project:
• Felt strips
• Two pieces of construction paper
• Paint roller
• Shallow container of paint
• Glue 

Activity:
Clip construction paper to the easel and 
help youngsters glue felt strips across the 
paper. After the glue dries, invite them to 
roll paint across the felt strips. Have them 
press the second piece of paper over the 
painted project to create a striped print. 

Goal: Exploring textures, art styles, & 
techniques

Plenty of Stripes



Materials for one project:
• Paper plate with the center 

removed
• Old magazines
• Paper scraps
• Glue 

Activity:
Invite all youngsters to tear and 
crumple magazine pages and paper 
scraps. Have them glue the 
crumpled pieces to the plate to 
make a colorful wreath. 

Goal: Creating art by reusing 
materials & developing fine-motor 
skills

A Wreath of Many Colors



Materials for one project:
• Recyclable plastic bags
• Two pieces of construction paper
• Construction paper scraps
• Red, green, or yellow finger-paint
• Marker
• Stapler
• Scissors
• Glue 

Activity:
Invite students to finger-paint two papers at 
the easel. When the paint is dry, help them cut 
two same-size apple shapes from the papers. 
Then help kids staple together the lower portion of the apple shapes to make a pocket. 
They gently stuff crumpled plastic bags into the pocket and staple the apples closed. 
Next, have them glue on construction paper leaves and write their name on the project. 

Goal: Exploring textures & developing fine-motor skills

Stuffed Apple



Materials for one project:
• Construction paper
• Scissors
• Marker 

Activity:
Invite half the class to each create a 
fun, swirled painting. When the paint 
is dry, puzzle-cut each picture in half 
and write the student’s name on the 
back of each piece. Pass out the 
pieces randomly; then challenge your 
students to find their matching halves. 
The next day, invite the other half of 
the class to be the painters. 

Goal: Building social skills & creating a 
sense of community

Friendship Painting



Materials for one project:
• Potato
• Knife (for teacher use)
• Permanent marker
• Shallow pan of paint

Activity:
Cut a potato in half and use a permanent 
marker to draw a shoeprint shape on one 
cut side; then cut away the potato around 
the shape to make a stamper. Invite a 
student to dip the stamper in paint and 
make footprints across the paper on the 
easel. For a fun alternative, make a 
stamper of an animal footprint and invite 
students to guess the name of the animal. 

Goal: Exploring art styles & techniques

Mystery Footprints



Materials for one project:
• Tissue paper sheet
• Paper towel tube
• Shallow containers of paint

Activity:
Have students clip the tissue paper to the 
easel. Then instruct them to dip the end 
of the paper towel tube in paint and press 
it onto the tissue paper. The students 
repeat the process until satisfied with 
their work. Once the paint is dry, they 
uses this one-of-a-kind wrapping paper for 
a special gift. 

Goal: Exploring colors and patterns

The Best Gift Wrap



Materials for one project:
• Assorted die-cut shapes, including 

triangles, squares, circles, and rectangles
• Crayons
• Glue 

Activity:
Have youngsters select a variety of shapes and 
create a familiar animal by gluing the shapes 
to paper on the easel. When the glue is dry, 
they use crayons to add detail to the picture. 

Goal: Making a representation with shapes

Shapes of Animals



Materials for one project:
• Construction paper for each student
• Simple coloring sheet for each student
• Paint
• Scissors
• Glue 

Activity:
Each youngster in the group clips their coloring 
sheet to an easel and paints it. Once all the 
paintings are dry, stack them together and cut 
them into a few strips. Then have each student 
select one of each strip; they put the strips 
together to re-create the picture using pieces 
from their picture and their group mates’ 
pictures. Finally, the students clip a sheet of 
construction paper to the easel and then glues 
the picture strips to it. 

Goal: Building social skills & creating a sense of 
community

Color, Cut, and Trade



Materials for one project:
• Craft stick
• Markers
• Paints
• Scissors
• Glue 

Activity:
Show students pictures of tropical 
fish. Then help them clip 
construction paper to the easel and 
then trace their hand on the paper. 
They use paints and markers to 
decorate the tracing so it resembles 
a fish. Then they cut out the tracing, 
flip it over, and glue a craft stick to 
the back to make a puppet. 

Goal: Learn about sea creatures

Fishy Puppet



Materials for one project:
• Sheet of white adhesive labels
• Markers
• Crayons
• paints

Activity:
Give each youngster a sheet of labels with 
their name written on the back. Help 
them clip the sheet to the easel. Then 
encourage the children to finger-paint and 
draw on the labels as desired. Once the 
sheet is dry, store it for later use. When 
you’re checking a student’s paper, use 
one of the labels the student made to tell  
them they are doing a good job! 

Goal: Building self-esteem

Student Stickers



Materials for one project:
• Thinned yellow, red, blue,                and green 

tempera paint
• Construction paper scraps
• Scissors
• Glue 

Activity:
After students clip construction paper to the 
easel, have them paint the upper half of the 
paper with water. To make the sky, use a wide 
brush to paint yellow streaks across the top of 
the page. Then they add streaks of red and watch 
the colors blend together. They repeat the 
process at the bottom of the paper using the blue 
and green paints. Finally, the students cut fish 
from construction paper scraps and glue them to 
the painting once it’s dry

Goal: Exploring colors, art styles, & techniques

Sunset at the Seashore



Materials for one project:
• Variety of paint colors

Activity:
Give students a piece of paper and pair 
them with a partner. Have one partner clip 
paper to the easel and paint a likeness of 
the other partner. As the kids paint, they 
learn one thing about their partner (such as 
a favorite color or food) and incorporate it 
into the painting. When they’re done, they 
switch roles. Later, have each pair of 
students stand and present their paintings, 
telling what they learned. 

Goal: Building social skills & creating a 
sense of community

Painting Partners



Materials for one project:
• Old magazines
• Container of diluted glue
• Paintbrush
• Scissors
• Crayon 

Activity:
Have students clip a vertical piece of paper 
to the easel. Then encourage them to cut 
pictures of their favorite things from the 
magazines. They brush glue on the paper and 
press a picture into the glue, repeating until 
the paper is full. When it’s dry, help draw a 
person outline on the project and cut it out. 

Goal: Creative art by reusing materials & 
creating a sense of community

Full of Favorites



Materials for one project:
• White school paste
• White school glue
• Tempera paint

Activity:
For a 3-D painting experience, mix one 
part paste with one part glue until it 
resembles frosting. Use tempera paint 
to tint it any color. Then give the mixture 
to a youngster and invite them to finger-
paint at the easel. The textured medium 
will dry hard. 

Goal: Exploring textures through process 
art

Dimensional Designs



Materials for one project:
• Aluminum foil
• Glitter
• Lightly tinted liquid dish soap
• Sponge or dish scrubber

Activity:
This sparkling project creates 
temporary works of art. Mix glitter 
into the dish soap. Then cover the 
easel with aluminum foil. Encourage 
youngsters to use the sponge or 
scrubber and the glitter mixture to 
swirl, scrub, and shine the foil. To 
create a blank canvas for a second 
round of fun, simply squeegee off the 
suds. 

Swirl, Scrub, & Shine!

Goal: Exploring textures through process art



The following slides contain art 
easels offered by Jonti-Craft

To see more, visit
www.jonti-craft.com

Jonti-Craft Art Easels



Two Station Easel

Art with elbow room! Be able to foster 
artistic creativity and keep art supplies 
within children’s reach.

• KYDZTuff® finish makes wood resistant to 
stains from paints and markers

• Lifetime warranty

• Also available in ThriftyKYDZ®

• Includes clips and paint trays

• 25½″ wide x 20″ deep x 46″ high

• Caster mounted

• Standard Hardboard panels, optional  
Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic panels

0289JC

Click item number for more information



This two station easel provides 
ample storage space below and 
between the removable tabletop 
easels and the in mobile base.

• Laminated for E-Z cleaning

• Includes clips and paint trays

• 25½″ wide x 20″ deep x 46″ high

• Caster mounted

• Standard Write-n-Wipe panels; 
optional Chalkboard or Acrylic 
panels

Two Station Easel
MapleWave®

0289JC011

Rainbow Accents®

0289JCWW



Two Station Easel

• Made with pre-consumer recycled wood 
residuals

• Formaldehyde-free adhesive system

• Potential LEED® v3 credit support

• CPSIA Compliant and CARB NAF Exempt

• Clips and paint trays are included

• 25½″ wide x 20″ deep x 46″ high

• Caster mounted

• Standard Hardboard panels; optional Write-n-
Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic panels

Dual, environmentally friendly work stations for budding artists. The Sproutz® two 
station easel has removable tabletop easels that mount securely to base. 

Sproutz®

0289JC341

Click item number for more information



This mobile unit acts as an art island 
where four or more can work. Spacious 
for lots of room to paint with others.

• KYDZTuff® finish makes wood resistant 
to stains from paints and markers

• Included are clips and paint trays

• 49½″ wide x 20″ deep x 45″ high

• Caster mounted

• Also available in ThriftyKYDZ®

• Standard Hardboard panels; optional 
Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic 
panels

Four Station Art Center

0294JC

Click item number for more information



Lots of storage between the easels 
and on shelves provides a capacious 
work space. Removable tabletop 
easels mounts securely to base.

• E-Z cleaning with laminated surface

• Clips and paint trays are included

• 49½″ wide x 20″ deep x 45″ high

• Mobile with mounted casters

• Standard Write-n-Wipe panels; 
optional Chalkboard, or Acrylic 
panels

Four Station Art Center

Rainbow Accents®

0294JCWW

MapleWave®

0294JC011

Click item number for more information



Four Station Art Center

The Sproutz® four station art center 
provides elbow room and storage galore 
in this eco-friendly unit. The removable 
tabletop easels mount securely to base.

• Made with pre-consumer recycled wood 
residuals

• Formaldehyde-free adhesive system

• Potential LEED® v3 credit support

• CPSIA Compliant and CARB NAF 
Exempt

• Clips and paint trays are included

• 49½″ wide x 20″ deep x 46″ high

• Caster mounted

• Standard hardboard panels, optional 
Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic 
panels

Sproutz®

0294JC340

Click item number for more information



A flexible art station for four! Each 
surface adjusts from 36″ to 46½″ 
high.

• Clips and paint trays are included

• Panels are 24″ wide x 24″ high

• Caster mounted

• KYDZ features

• Also available in ThriftyKYDZ®

• Standard Hardboard panels; 
optional Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, 
or Acrylic panels

Four Way Adjustable Easel

0654JC

Click item number for more information



Extra large easels for aspiring 
artists. Adjust the height of the 
double painting surfaces from 38 
inches to 46 inches. 

• Work panel is 32″ wide x 24″ high

• Included are clips and paint trays

• KYDZ features

• Standard Hardboard panels; optional 
Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic 
panels

Double Adjustable Easel

0218JC

Click item number for more information



Save space with this twin sided 
easel. Scaled up for the older artist 
with removable tabletop easels.

• KYDZ features

• Clips and paint trays are included

• 53½″ high x 25½″ wide x 20″ deep

• Lifetime Warranty

• Standard Hardboard panels; optional 
Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic 
panels

Two Station Easel – School Age

02891JC

Click item number for more information



Give each artist lots of elbow room 
at this triple easel. Each side is 
adjustable to accommodate 
different heights from 36 inches to 
46½ inches.

• Clips and paint trays are included

• 46½″ high, work panels are 24″ 
wide x 24″ high

• KYDZ features

• Standard Hardboard panels; 
optional Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, 
or Acrylic panels

Three Way Adjustable Easel

0653JC

Click item number for more information



Perfect size for smaller spaces or paper!

• Clips and paint trays are included

• 46½″ high, work panels are 24″ wide x 
24″ high

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

• Standard Hardboard panels; optional 
Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic 
panels

Primary Adjustable Easel

2181JC

Click item number for more information



Children can paint on both sides of 
the clear acrylic easel. Paint cup 
holders are mounted on both sides 
of the frame.

• 35″ wide x 50″ high x 15″ deep

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

See-Thru Easel

0640JC

Click item number for more information



Double-sided table top easel is perfect for children who want to express their 
artistic side.

Tabletop Easel

• Clips and paint trays are included

• 24″ wide x 24″ high

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

• Standard Hardboard panels; 
optional Write-n-Wipe, 
Chalkboard, or Acrylic panels

0652JC

Click item number for more information



Art at a toddler’s height. Hinged at the top with positive lock braces on each side. 
Adjust the height of the double painting surfaces from 8½″ to 16″ high. 

Toddle Adjustable Easel

• Included are clips and paint trays

• Frame is 40″ high, work panels are 24″ 
wide x 24″ high

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

• Standard Hardboard panels; optional 
Write-n-Wipe, Chalkboard, or Acrylic 
panels

4181JC

Click item number for more information



Twin Activity Center

The Twin Activity Center is great for children of all ages. One side has a Write-n-
Wipe easel while the other has an E-Z to clean laminate desktop. It also is a great 
place to store art supplies.

• 48″ high x 49½″ wide x 29″ 
deep

• Desktop is 20″ high

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

7821JC

Click item number for more information



A sturdy seat for the aspiring artist to 
straddle while creating a masterpiece! 
The upright and grooved seat will 
accommodate boards up to 24 inches 
x 30 inches.

• Ready-to-assemble

• 33″ high x 29½″ long x 12″ wide

• Seat height is 16½″ 

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

Art Horse

0300JC

Click item number for more information



Ten nylon lines are spaced evenly to 
provide an adequate space for 
drying your best pictures! Each line 
is 33″ long and spaced to prevent 
tipping. The rack folds flat for easy 
storage.

• 31″ wide x 36″ long x 36″ high

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

• Clips are not included

Paint Drying Rack

0226JC

Click item number for more information



The following slides contain NEW art 
storage products offered by Jonti-Craft

To see more click here

Art Storage Products



This mobile island provides 
double-sided storage and an E-Z 
to clean laminate worktop all in 
one. One side features three 
roomy shelves. The other side 
features two shelves and twelve 
cubbies. 

• 48″ wide x 29″ deep x 29½″ 
high

• Mobile, caster mounted

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff® finish

• Lifetime Warranty

Storage Island
0440JC



Just the right height for work and easy 
access from both sides. One side 
features fifteen cubbies and two 
shelves. The other side has triple full-
length shelves perfect for games. Top 
on Rainbow Accents® is a freckled gray 
laminate, while MapleWave™ is a 
maple laminate.

• 48″ wide x 29″ deep x 29½″ high

• Mobile, caster mounted

• KYDZSafe® edges

• Lifetime Warranty

Storage Island

Rainbow 
Accents®

0440JCWW

MapleWave™
0440JC011



Store science or art supplies or 
personal effects in this locking 
cabinet. Lock-n-key included. Two 
drawers and three adjustable 
shelves. 

• 36″ wide x 24″ deep x 46″ 
high

• Locking caster mounted

• KYDZHinges® on doors 

• KYDZTuff ®  finish

• Lifetime Warranty

Supply Cabinet

9510JC



E-Z to clean Write-n-Wipe 
adjustable tabletop. Easily cover 
top with paper (not included) for 
art projects. Store supplies in 
tray below or in optional bins. 
Accommodates a 24″ paper roll. 
Available in two lengths – 42 
inches and 55 inches. 

• 27½″ wide x 21″ to 25″ high

• Locking casters

• KYDZSafe® edges

• Lifetime Warranty

Creative Caddie

58501JC



Organize construction paper and art supplies. Holds seven reams of 9″ x 12″ and 
eleven reams of 12” x 18” paper. Four clear cubbie trays included. 

• 48″ wide x 15″ deep x 
35½″ high

• Mobile, caster mounted

• KYDZSafe® edges

• KYDZTuff ®  finish

• Lifetime Warranty

Mobile Paper Center

27910JC



If you would like to learn more about Jonti-Craft art easels, request 
a free catalog, or to find a Jonti-Craft dealer in your area, please 

contact us today!

Contact Jonti-Craft

Jonti-Craft, Inc.
Toll free: 1.800.543.4149
Phone: 1.507.342.5169
Web site: www.jonti-craft.com
Email: sales@jonti-craft.com

If you have comments, questions, or suggestions on this presentation, please 
email mgustafson@jonti-craft.com


